
 

Repair of a stuck zoom ring “by Pemany” 

SMC DA* 16-50 F2.8 ED AL [IF] SDM 

The lens is about six years old and out of warranty, suddenly the zoom vas stuck and impossible to 

make it move by turning zoom ring , “gently” tapping on the front of lens made it come in right 

position again and by turning zoom ring and helping it to move with the other hand made it possible 

to zoom again. 

Decided to get it chance and open it up in DIY mode to save time and money. 

 

1. Take away the red marked screws and lift the plastic connector up by piling with a sharp flat 

screw driver under it, then open up the blue marked screws and carefully lift away  the 

bayonet ring , the golden contacts and spring are now getting free and can easily drop of. 



 

2. Lift of the golden pins and springs and hook of the spring marked red, then lift of the 

“opening adjuster”, lock where the down pointing rib is placed in the objective body 

 



3. Take away the red marked screws and lift op the rear of objective 

 

 

  



 

4. Loosen up the screws and now you can lift up the outer body of the objective, be really 

careful because you have some shims between the inner and outer body under the screws  

  



 
5. Keep record of where the shims are placed 

  



 
6. To remove the electrical board pile down the two white parts of connector and pull out the 

black locking part marked blue, the cable near the blue line you have to pull outwards but 

the other disconnect by itself when you lift the circuit board up.  

  



 
7. Now you can take of the three screws in circuit board and four screws in SDM motor rack, 

then you can lift them away 

  



 

8. Inside the outer body you can see the zooming bracket, notice the shiny ring under. It is 

where it lays against when  it is in jammed position and you force it to move 

  



 

9. unscrew the two screws that hold the zooming bracket  , OBS these both screws was loose 

in my objective and I suppose that was one reason for zoom jamming 

  



 
10. The bracket was also bent a bit, I don’t know if this is a manufacturing miss or if it has been 

bent when zoom was jammed. 

You now have to bend it back so it is in straight angel  

  



 
11. Put some synthetic grease that  have a large temperature area at least down to -30 deg 

Celsius 

Put only a small amount on rollers and in the slot where the zooming bracket works 

  



 

12. Assembly the objective in opposite order 

-hold the zooming bracket so it pointing straight to center of objective 

-put the outer body on the inner body and then with the four screws unscrewed you can 

install the shims in between look at picture, red line 

-remember the pinion for sharping, white tooth wheel in picture 

  



 
13. When you reassembly the SDM motor rack check that the pinion marked red is aligned in 

right place in the plate, check bay turning the sharping ring 

14. Then you reassembly the rest in opposite order than you took them apart 

  



 
 

15. The O-ring (65x0,75) between center body and zoom ring, was broken and perhaps stuck 

between them and made larger friction and more force for zooming 

 

 


